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Final Exam Review #1
Complete the crossword below. Do not use spaces between words.
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Vertical
1. Qin dynasty belief that people are naturally wicked 
and required harsh laws to force them to behave 
morally
2. Central belief of this religion: caste system creates 
suffering
3. mathematical advances of what Empire: value of pi 
(3.14)- Archimedes, geometry (Euclid), Pythagorean 
theorem A2 + B2 = C2
4. Philosophy-- Humans are basically good, and can 
achieve a peaceful society by being obedient to those 
in authority
5. Roman emperor that allowed Christianity to be a 
legal religion in Rome
6. mathematical advances of what Empire: concept of 
zero, decimal system, number system used today, 
basic geometry, circumference of the earth
7. Caused by a surplus of crops, effect people settled 
in communities
9. River Valley Civilization with intricate plumbing 
system & monsoon weather patterns
10. explained why a dynasty had the right to rule China
12. Confucius believed in 5 relationships
14. 'an eye for an eye'
17. technological advances of what Empire: 
Aqueducts, roads, engineering/monumental buildings, 
invention of concrete
19. Most geographically isolated River Valley 
Civilization
23. Western Europe, led by Pope, used Latin, Stained 
Glass
25. better to be a bad warrior if that’s your caste than 
the best baker
29. architectural style--flying buttresses, very tall 
cathedrals emphasized the magnificence of God, 
Roman Catholic

Horizontal
4. divided society into 4 different social classes 
(Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas, Sudras – and the 
“Untouchables”)
8. River Valley that floods consistently twice a year
11. Development of these created separate 
governments and differing cultural characteristics in 
Greece
13. Hindu prince who became aware of the suffering in 
the world
15. Roman Code of Law-- influenced US
16. River Valley Civilization with cuneiform as writing 
and Hammurabi's Code
18. “rule of the many”; Athens
20. Han Dynasty created this to develop a strong 
centralized bureaucracy. Pass test over Chinese 
history & Confucian values to work in government
21. What happens to the Roman Empire after its fall 
(math term)
22. Eastern half after the fall of Rome
24. cycle of rebirth (karma, dharma & moksha)
26. 'rule of the few'; Sparta
27. River Valley Civilizations need these to predict 
flooding
28. How the Persians maintained their large empire
30. government controlled by religious authorities
31. Characteristic of civilization involving government, 
education & religion
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